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Next Meeting
February 5th at 9:15








At the February meeting:
John will show photos from the Feb assignment (humour)
Ken will make opening remarks and note that we will
have a shootout at the Old Quarry Trail in late February
The date will be announced at the meeting (subject to
weather and temperature).
Cathy will provide a short demonstration showing how
she sought to use humour in developing a slide show.
Since Marg will be on vacation, a lucky committee member will be chosen to present her hint and joke.
John will presents a tech video. There will likely be adequate time for 2 videos
John will show selected photos from the humour assignment for discussion and critique.

Explore Your
Camera Workshop
Many camera club members got together on January
13th and had a great time learning more about their cameras.
Under the guidance of Sue Carey, and with the assistance of members of the Camera Club Executive, topics included aperture priority, shutter priority, manual fixed focus,
lighting, portraits, spot versus matrix metering, and exposure
compensation.
More pictures of participants and some of their results are
in this gallery. The handouts are here.
Special thanks to Sue Carey for coming up with the idea
for the workshop and for making it happen.

New Years Eve by John Williamson

How To Submit Your
Assignment Photos
1. Shoot your pictures at the largest resolution that your camera is capable of producing.
2. Use an email program and “Attach” your image directly
without resizing.
3. Send your images to cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca
4. If you want your pictures included on our online Photo Gallery and possibly published in the shutterBUG, you MUST
include your name as part of the image name for example:
Shot as: IMG0912.jpg (straight out of the camera)
Renamed to: Snowy Beach by John Williamson.jpg
5. Use of Photoshop or other programs to edit your pictures is
encouraged.
6. Indicate in the text of your email which photo you want in
the review portion at the end of our meeting.

Contact us at: cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca
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What you might have missed
on the Blog

Month

Assignment

Deadline

Shown

Jan.

Humour

Jan. 31

Feb. 5

Since the January 2016 shutterBUG came out, the following articles have been posted to the blog:
Henry’s Kanata Event: February 14
Shoot People?
The Big Picture
How to Photograph Shiny Objects
Sale at Henrys!
In case you missed it
Understanding Aperture
Play with your Camera
Snowy Owl Traffic
December Gallery Online
Alan Mirabelli at Ottawa Art Gallery
National Geographic 2015 Photo Contest
You can stay up-to-date with all the latest from the cam-era
club on our web site at ksccc.ca.
If you have anything photo related that you’d like to share
with the club, please email it to:
cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca

Feb.

Winter Fun

Feb. 28

Mar. 4

Mar.

Winter Escape

Mar. 27

Apr. 1

Santa Treat by Frank Knor

Table Set For Christmas by Ken Wilson

Ready to Go by Ann Williams

Memorial Day Observation 2015
by Ko Fung
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Marg’s Hints
and Tips
Tips for Better Landscape Photography.
Work the Scene: One thing you see a lot of new photographers doing is walking up to a scene, taking one shot and
thinking they are done. Spend time walking around and see
what you can get from the scene. Think different angles and
different heights.
Leading lines and Angles: Find a leading line that will take
your viewer into the image. Fences, roads, anything that is like
a line that starts at the side of the frame. Patterns can be anywhere, in the ground, on the bark of trees, how they are planted.
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Look at What Other Photographers Do: Take note of what
they do. Look at work you like and determine why you like it,
and what is it that makes it work. Note images that you don't
like, analyse then see what it is that you find isn't working.
Look for Smaller Landscapes: There are other ways besides
your wide angle lens to show what is there. Try taking a zoom
or macro lens. Don't zoom in on the flowers, try considering the
whole plant and where it is situated. It can give some context as
to its environment.

Kizhi Island by Marg Jackman
Tripod or Not: There is the opinion that if you are a serious
photographer then you always use a tripod. It is one way to look
at it, but many new and experienced photographers find it can
be limiting, that you can't move around freely. The short answer
is that you have to feel comfortable so there is nothing wrong
with not using a tripod. Though, you have to accept that at
times you may not get the sharpest images - so it's a trade off.
If you are shooting at night, a tripod is a must.
Autumn Field by Elizabeth Wallis
Look for a Story: No denying that some places you go to
Time of Day: This is always important. remember the golden
seem boring and you wonder why you went there. One tip that
hours of sunrise and sunset.
can really help is to find the story of the area. You can travel to
Look at Your Foreground: This is one compositional techa town and find nothing there. The only thing might be an old
nique that can transform your landscape images. Put on your
closed church or grain silos and fields of crops in various stagwide angle lens and get behind something on the ground to
es of growth. You can look at the silos up close, look how they
take the shot. Why? The wide angle lens will give the foreare used. Maybe take an image from a distance showing the
ground object an exaggerated sense of proportion, but will also silos standing tall in flat country, or investigate the interior of the
pick up the background. Examples in different contexts.
church. The story becomes all about the silos, the church and
When photographing water use a reflection in the water. When that countryside.
photographing beach or desert, find a pattern in the sand.
Landscape photography is wonderful and what you can take
When photographing creeks or coasts, use rocks. At midday,
photographs of is endless.
use shadows. In the fall, use leaves.

Shoot some deer
Phil Tugan, inspired by Jim Cumming, shot these beautiful images off the Old Quarry Trail in the Greenbelt .

Deer Alert

Proud Buck

Deer Lick
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Gallery of December “Traditions” Pictures

Crazy lights by Carol Brown

Refugee Christmas by Sue Carey

Christmas meat pies by Shirley LeClair

Traditional Train by Fraser Campbell

Confederation Square by Mike Maheux

Christmas Eve Candles
by Anne Jones

